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So, GloboCap has crossed the Rubicon. The Dnal phase of its transformation of society into a

pathologized-totalitarian dystopia, where mandatory genetic-therapy injections and digital

compliance papers are commonplace, is now oLcially underway. On November 19, 2021, the

government of New Normal Austria decreed that, as of February, experimental mRNA injections will

be mandatory for the entire population.

This decree comes in the midst of Austria's oCcial persecution of "the Unvaccinated," i.e., political

dissidents and other persons of conscience who refuse to convert to the new oLcial ideology and

submit to a series of mRNA injections, purportedly to combat a virus that causes mild-to-moderate

Hu-like symptoms (or no symptoms of any kind at all) in about 95% of the infected and the overall

infection fatality rate of which is approximately 0.1% to 0.5%.

Austria is just the tip of the New Normal spear. Prominent New-Normal fascists in Germany, like Der

Führer of Bavaria, Markus Söder, and Minister of Propaganda Karl Lauterbach, are already calling

for an allgemeine ImpfpTicht (i.e., "compulsory vaccination requirement"), which should not come

as a surprise to anyone.

The Germans are not going sit idly by and let the Austrians publicly out-fascist them, are they? They

have a reputation to uphold, after all! Italy will probably be next to join in, unless Lithuania or

Australia beats them to the punch.

But, seriously, this is just the beginning of the Winter Siege I wrote about recently. The plan seems

to be to New-Normalize Europe Drst — generally speaking, Europeans are more docile, respectful of

all authority, and not very well armed — and then use it as leverage to force the new pathologized

totalitarianism on the USA, and the UK, and the rest of the world.

I do not believe this plan will succeed. Despite the most intensive propaganda campaign in the

history of propaganda campaigns, there remain enough of us who steadfastly refuse to accept the

"New Normal" as our new reality. And a lot of us are angry, extremely angry ... militantly, explosively

angry.

We are not "vaccine hesitant" or "anti-vax" or "Covid-denying conspiracy theorists." We are millions

of regular working-class people, people with principles, who value freedom, who are not prepared to

go gently into the globalized, pathologized-totalitarian night.

We no longer give the slightest shit whether our former friends and family members who have gone

New Normal understand what this is. We do. We understand exactly what this is. It is a nascent

form of totalitarianism, and we intend to kill it — or at least critically wound it — before it matures

into a full-grown behemoth.

Now, I want to be absolutely clear. I am not advocating or condoning violence. But it is going to

happen. It is happening already. Totalitarianism (even this "pathologized" version of it) is imposed

on society and maintained with violence.

Fighting totalitarianism inevitably entails violence. It is not my preferred tactic in the current

circumstances, but it is unavoidable now that we've reached this stage, and it is important that

those of us Dghting this Dght recognize that violence is a natural response to the violence (and the

implicit threat of violence) that is being deployed against us by the New Normal authorities, and the

masses they have whipped up into a fanatical frenzy.

It is also important (essential, I would argue) to make the violence of the New Normal visible, i.e., to

frame this Dght in political terms, and not in the pseudo-medical terms propagated by the oLcial

Covid narrative). This isn't an academic argument over the existence, severity, or the response to a

virus. This is a Dght to determine the future of our societies.

This fact, above all, is what the global-capitalist ruling classes are determined to conceal. The roll-

out of the New Normal will fail if it is perceived as political (i.e., a form of totalitarianism). It relies

on our inability to see it as what it is. So it hides itself and the violence it perpetrates within a

pseudo-medical oLcial narrative, rendering itself immune to political opposition.

We need to deny it this perceptual redoubt, this hermeneutic hiding place. We need to make it show

itself as what it is, a "pathologized" form of totalitarianism. In order to do that, we need to

understand it ... its internal logic, and its strengths, and weaknesses.

Pathologized Totalitarianism

I have been describing the New Normal as "pathologized totalitarianism" and predicting that

compulsory "vaccination" was coming since at least as early as May 2020. (See, e.g., The New

Pathologized Totalitarianism). I use the term "totalitarianism" intentionally, not for effect, but for the

sake of accuracy. The New Normal is still a nascent totalitarianism, but its essence is unmistakably

evident. I described that essence in a recent column:

"The essence of totalitarianism — regardless of which costumes and ideology it wears — is

a desire to completely control society, every aspect of society, every individual behavior and

thought.

Every totalitarian system, whether an entire nation, a tiny cult, or any other form of social

body, evolves toward this unachievable goal ... the total ideological transformation and

control of every single element of society ... This fanatical pursuit of total control, absolute

ideological uniformity, and the elimination of all dissent, is what makes totalitarianism

totalitarianism."

In October 2020, I published The Covidian Cult, which has since grown into a series of essays

examining New-Normal (i.e., pathologized) totalitarianism as "a cult writ large, on a societal scale."

This analogy holds true for all forms of totalitarianism, but especially for New Normal

totalitarianism, as it is the Drst global form of totalitarianism in history, and thus:

"The cult/culture paradigm has been inverted. Instead of the cult existing as an island

within the dominant culture, the cult has become the dominant culture, and those of us who

have not joined the cult have become the isolated islands within it."

In The Covidian Cult (Part III), I noted:

"In order to oppose this new form of totalitarianism, we need to understand how it both

resembles and differs from earlier totalitarian systems.

The similarities are fairly obvious — i.e., the suspension of constitutional rights,

governments ruling by decree, oBcial propaganda, public loyalty rituals, the outlawing of

political opposition, censorship, social segregation, goon squads terrorizing the public, and

so on — but the differences are not as obvious."

And I described how New Normal totalitarianism fundamentally differs from 20th-Century

totalitarianism in terms of its ideology, or seeming lack thereof.

"Whereas 20th-Century totalitarianism was more or less national and overtly political, New

Normal totalitarianism is supranational, and its ideology is much more subtle. The New

Normal is not Nazism or Stalinism. It's global-capitalist totalitarianism, and global

capitalism doesn't have an ideology, technically, or, rather, its ideology is 'reality'."

But the most signiDcant difference between 20th-Century totalitarianism and this nascent, global

totalitarianism is how New Normal totalitarianism "pathologizes" its political nature, effectively

rendering itself invisible, and thus immune to political opposition. Whereas 20th-Century

totalitarianism wore its politics on its sleeve, New Normal totalitarianism presents itself as a non-

ideological (i.e., supra-political) reaction to a global public health emergency.

And, thus, its classic totalitarian features — e.g., the revocation of basic rights and freedoms,

centralization of power, rule by decree, oppressive policing of the population, demonization and

persecution of a "scapegoat" underclass, censorship, propaganda, etc. — are not hidden, because

they are impossible to hide, but are recontextualized in a pathologized oLcial narrative.

The Untermenschen become "the Unvaccinated." Swastika lapel pins become medical-looking

masks. Aryan ID papers become "vaccination passes." Irrefutably senseless social restrictions and

mandatory public-obedience rituals become "lockdowns," "social distancing," and so on. The world

is united in a Goebbelsian total war, not against an external enemy (i.e., a racial or political enemy),

but against an internal, pathological enemy.

This pathologized oLcial narrative is more powerful (and insidious) than any ideology, as it

functions, not as a belief system or ethos, but rather, as objective "reality." You cannot argue with or

oppose "reality." "Reality" has no political opponents.

Those who challenge "reality" are "insane," i.e., "conspiracy theorists," "anti-vaxxers," "Covid deniers,"

"extremists," etc. And, thus, the pathologized New Normal narrative also pathologizes its political

opponents, simultaneously stripping us of political legitimacy and projecting its own violence onto

us.

20th-Century totalitarianism also blamed its violence on its scapegoats (i.e., Jews, socialists,

counter-revolutionaries, etc.) but it did not attempt to erase its violence. On the contrary, it

displayed it openly, in order to terrorize the masses. New Normal totalitarianism cannot do this. It

can't go openly totalitarian, because capitalism and totalitarianism are ideologically contradictory.

Global-capitalist ideology will not function as an oLcial ideology in an openly totalitarian society. It

requires the simulation of "democracy," or at least a simulation of market-based "freedom." A

society can be intensely authoritarian, but, to function in the global-capitalist system, it must allow

its people the basic "freedom" that capitalism offers to all consumers, the right/obligation to

participate in the market, to own and exchange commodities, etc.

This "freedom" can be conditional or extremely restricted, but it must exist to some degree. Saudi

Arabia and China are two examples of openly authoritarian GloboCap societies that are

nevertheless not entirely totalitarian, because they can't be and remain a part of the system.

Their advertised oLcial ideologies (i.e., Islamic fundamentalism and communism) basically

function as superDcial overlays on the fundamental global-capitalist ideology which dictates the

"reality" in which everyone lives. These "overlay" ideologies are not fake, but when they come into

conTict with global-capitalist ideology, guess which ideology wins.

The point is, New Normal totalitarianism — and any global-capitalist form of totalitarianism —

cannot display itself as totalitarianism, or even authoritarianism. It cannot acknowledge its political

nature. In order to exist, it must not exist.

Above all, it must erase its violence (the violence that all politics ultimately comes down to) and

appear to us as an essentially beneDcent response to a legitimate "global health crisis" (and a

"climate change crisis," and a "racism crisis," and whatever other "global crises" GloboCap thinks will

terrorize the masses into a mindless, order-following hysteria).

This pathologization of totalitarianism — and the political/ideological conTict we have been

engaged in for the past 20 months — is the most signiDcant difference between New Normal

totalitarianism and 20th-Century totalitarianism. The entire global-capitalist apparatus (i.e.,

corporations, governments, supranational entities, the corporate and state media, academia, etc.)

has been put into service to achieve this objective.

We need to come to terms with this fact. We do. Not the New Normals. Us. GloboCap is on the

verge of remaking society into a smiley-happy pathologized-totalitarian dystopia where they can

mandate experimental genetic "therapies," and any other type of "therapies" they want, and force us

to show our "compliance papers" to go about the most basic aspects of life.

This remaking of society is violent. It is being carried out by force, with violence and the ever-

present threat of violence. We need to face that, and act accordingly. Here in New Normal Germany,

if you try to go grocery shopping without a medical-looking mask, armed police will remove you

from the premises (and I am saying this from personal experience). In New Normal Australia, if you

go to synagogue, the media will be alerted and the police will surround you.

In Germany, Australia, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Belgium, and many other countries, if you

exercise your right to assemble and protest, the police will hose you down with water cannons,

shoot you with rubber bullets (and sometimes real bullets), spray toxic agents into your eyes, and

just generally beat the crap out of you.

And so on. Those of us Dghting for our rights and opposing this pathologized totalitarianism are all-

too familiar with the reality of its violence, and the hatred it has fomented in the New Normal

masses. We experience it on a daily basis.

We feel it every time we're forced to wear a mask, when some oLcial (or waiter) demands to see

our "papers." We feel it when when we are threatened by our government, when we are gaslighted

and demonized by the media, by doctors, celebrities, random strangers, and by our colleagues,

friends, and family members.

We recognize the look in their eyes. We remember where it comes from, and what it leads to. It isn't

just ignorance, mass hysteria, confusion, or an overreaction, or fear ... or, OK, yes, it is all those

things, but it's also textbook totalitarianism (notwithstanding the new pathologized twist).

Totalitarianism 101. Look it in the eye, and act accordingly.

About the Author

C.J. Hopkins is an award-winning American playwright, novelist and political satirist based in

Berlin. His plays are published by Bloomsbury Publishing and Broadway Play Publishing, Inc. His

dystopian novel, Zone 23, is published by Snoggsworthy, Swaine & Cormorant.

Volumes I and II of his Consent Factory Essays are published by Consent Factory Publishing, a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Amalgamated Content, Inc. He can be reached at cjhopkins.com or

consentfactory.org.
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Almond
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I now fear my own govt more than anything else.  I have a severe allergy to the vaccine. Even the FDA says individuals such as myself

should not be jabbed.   It would likely result in my death or severe adverse effect. However, in spite of this, and the fact that I actually

have a letter from my doctor attesting to this, I would be unable to comply with the letter of the law in my state to seek a medical

exemption. The hurdles are simply too great to accommodate persons such as myself. The judges I would need to go before are all in the

pockets of Big Pharma.

Yet, H.R. 550 collects tax dollars, which I am forced to pay, for the sole purpose of tracking, surveilling,  and harassing people like me. I

seriously doubt most Americans want $400,000,000 spent in this manner. Many peaceful law-abiding Americans have now been sold

downriver by corrupt politicians who hold the constitution and bill of rights in contempt.  If we own nothing--not even our own bodies--we

are slaves. If America falls, we will enter a prolonged age of global darkness that will last longer than just a winter. The amount of human

suffering this will entail goes beyond imagination.

For a long time, I have been warning people of this. I have been called a conspiracy theorist, an alarmist, a doomsday prepper and worse.

People said such things would never happen. Even I never expected to see this degree of tyranny in my lifetime. Evil is rampant among

us. Those of us who resist are being funneled into a direction with limited options. Further, we are being scapegoated for the failures of

society. There is an attempt to disparage and dehumanize us so people will feel self-righteous about attacking and abusing us. We are

approaching a point of no return where the only solution is a new American revolution. Unless people wake up, resist and refuse to

comply and support such a government, our traditions, values and way of life will disappear form the face of the earth.
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yes Almond - you speak the TRUTH
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Guillermou
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Yes, Almond, a global darkness of means more disease, poverty, inequalities due to the imposition of restrictions to promote

"vaccines". The cost of goods leaving China's factories is rising at the highest rate ever, stoking fears about possible stagTation in

the world's second-largest economy at a time when it is already grappling with a crisis. extreme energy and deepening of your debt

problems. The rise can be attributed to "rising prices for coal and for products in energy-intensive sectors." Businesses sourcing

goods from China are already struggling with port congestion, rising freight rates and delays.

Rising prices and declining production could pose further problems for global supply chains, which are already under enormous

pressure. The annual rate of inTation in the United States reached 6.2% in October 2021. A Pew Research Center analysis of data

from 46 countries Dnds that the inTation rate for the third quarter of 2021 was higher in most of them than in the third

pre-pandemic quarter of 2019. www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/11/24/inTation-has-risen-around-th..
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Guillermou
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And in addition to the intolerances, damages and deaths of the vaccines ”we continue with the ineffectiveness of the“ vaccines

”Even three doses of the Covid vaccine are not enough to prevent the transmission of the new Omicron variant, according to

reports from Israel. There has been community transmission of the new coronavirus variant among fully vaccinated Israeli medical

workers who even took booster doses, casting doubt on the effectiveness of the vaccine. "Israel now reports community

transmission of Omicron from a 3-dose cardiologist to another 3-dose cardiologist," a social media news collector distilled.

www.infowars.com/posts/claim-triple-vaxxed-cardiologist-transmits-omic..  (Nov. 30 2021)
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Guillermou, port congestion in California can be attributed to California's newest vehicle regulations from 2020. They are not

allowing older diesel vehicles to be used, so they've cut down on the number of semi-trucks that are allowed in their state to

transport all those cargo containers. Our shortages are caused by California.
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I would suggest that those of us who have land we have paid for look into getting a land patent which prevents government entities

from taking it for "Eminent Domain". My family had an entire island off Cape Cod ; now worth multi millions of dollars, stolen from

my grandfather for "conservation" because he would not sell it to a crooked developer back in the 60s .   A Title/Warranty Deed  is

only a document that shows you have paid for the right to the use of the land & to sell it but will not protect you from government

or corporate overreach. SCOTUS ruled in Summa Corp.v California,466 US 198 that the Land patent would always win over any

other form of title. Check out www.teamlaw.org/land.htm  . It is a process that takes awhile as extensive title searches & surveys

need to happen Drst. There are some who say that a Land Patent cannot be taxed by the State as they have relinquished any rights

to it but not sure that would be true.
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Yes!  American Revolution 2.0
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Almond I also have allergies and they are from the Tu vaccine from years ago. I also fear the jab. It’s so wrong they way they are

trying to control our bodies. I guess no one is paying attention to the Nuremberg code. So strange how this is going world wide and

it doesn’t seem like anyone is stopping it. I wish our military would stand up to this and stop it.
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I agree 100 percent
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those of us awake, resisting and refusing to comply need to Dnd each other osine. I'm not just talking protests but a society of

our own. (What good are protests that get laughed at or dismissed by the elite? They accomplish nothing. They continue doing as

they wish.) There is safety in numbers.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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The Big Lie - How to Enslave the World https://youtu.be/6VfJ0BJvt7Y   GRAPHENE HYDROXIDE IN THE COVID VACCINES - DR

ANDREAS NOACK HAS BEEN KILLED www.bitchute.com/.../hPNQzeOZsFuq  www.bitchute.com/.../Q1FP1SLfU0mI   Is 1984

Becoming a Reality? - George Orwell's Warning to the World https://youtu.be/vEMlvpMY7yw   Is the Mainstream Media a Threat to

Freedom and Sanity? https://youtu.be/5okSlrbgELA   Academy of Ideas www.youtube.com/.../UCiRiQGCHGjDLT9FQXFW0I3A  

PSYCHO-BIO-WARFARE: The new age of warfare attacks your MIND as the theater of war

www.brighteon.com/dafb0787-2514-402f-83e9-52a13c577407
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Turn all that un-easiness and feeling of no control into empowerment. Embrace fully what you know is right and it only ampliDes

your vitality and health. To feign it or not fully embrace it neutralizes ones power!
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rensmith... There will be no safety. You cannot override nature.  Eventually, there will be consequences for the vaxed.   Isn't it ironic

that many of the elderly who insisst on the jab for youngsters out of fear of being exposed themselves may, ultimately, no longer

have grandchildren to expose them? rensmith... Dnding each other may not require formal organizing.  It may be as simple as a

chat over the garden fence or sititng down for a cup of tea and a discussion.  Knowing who, what and where... when.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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brodie... Must work while we still have time.  Batten down the hatches for the long haul.  Do what you can--even if it is not

everything. Your goal is to resist and survive.  Do not expect a life of ease.  I will manage to make one more Dshing trip today.  That

should add another 6-12 meals of good protein.  Think in terms of the number of mouths fed and nutrient-dense foods, not empty

calories.    I am truly blessed.  In part, it is because some people have been raised to help and respect their elders even though I do

not feel helpless. People help with our work and take satisfaction in our progress as we do theirs.

We have a sense of community, built one individual or family at a time.  So many good people coming together at this time to help

each other and share basic necessities.  A friend offers to bring us Drewood--not because we need it, but because it is very dry and

pre-split.  People have been sharing meat and helping with labor.  I am no longer licensed, so have only been educating people and

sharing medical supplies--just received news of a recovery again yesterday which gladdens my heart.  I like to see people recover.

 Many people now consider it futile to try to gain hospital access or see a doctor.  We are learning to care for ourselves and each

other.

I believe like-minded people send out a positive vibration that helps them Dnd each other. The closer we can live to nature, the

better off we will do.  Our main challenges will be to keep taxes paid to hold the land and obtain a small amount of fuel for farm

use such as rototillers, tractors and chain saws.  We do not need a lot.  Fortunately, even during WWII times of rationing, farmers

have always had priority on fuel rationing. If such continues.  (Biofuels may be a practical option for running equipment if nothing

else.  One thing at a time.)  If we have food, we will not need to travel.  Food is already a major barter item.
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Almond
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God will show no mercy on those who harm children.
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Almond, I have MS and have handled it beautifully all of these years with  proper nutrition and supplementation, luckily only

experiencing sensory conditions of very cold hands and feet. This 'jab' has engendered thousands upon thousands of

neurodegenerative/myelin damaging conditions including MS, and WHY in the world would I put something in my body that creates

what I already experience? It dumbfounded me that the neurologist sent me a warning of the Tu shot a couple of years ago (which

I never would take) but when I asked for an exemption for this jab I received a curt email reply saying NO to exemptions.  Can you

say compromised?  I have no one who could care for me if damaged so the unfairness of it all is beyond cruel. I totally feel what

you're feeling.

How these Doctors can sleep at night is beyond me but I won't take this weapon and here in BC, I'm permitted almost nowhere.  I

have no idea what is next and where they will take this but I still have hope with all of the injured and dying people being exposed

from the jab that this could be stopped.  Perhaps I'm a Pollyanna but I have not given up completely but I will die on my feet NOT

on my knees. I thank God for this forum and people like you who I have had the honor of learning from all of these years. thank you
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Well said Almond; the truth is a stranger not understood or welcome in most homes these days. Here in the UK, our Mekon health

minister has just announced his agreement to recommending jabs every 3 months. Jabs that PDzer apparently knew the effects of

phmpt.org/pDzers-documents   Jabs that Dr Zalewski found to have other life forms odysee.com/@FwapUK:1WTF:52   Jabs that

apparently caused Dr Andreas Noack's death after videoing his Dndings

henrymakow.com2021/.../dr-andreas-noack-murdered.html   I don't have a link to Dr Robert O. Young's article a few months ago,

but a search for his "THE VACCINE DEATH REPORT - Millions have died from the injection" should Dnd his shocking revelations and

actual pictures as to what lurks in these shots.
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nan5159
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I hear you loud and clear AND AGREE!
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SuperSing
Joined On 9/9/2018 7:25:24 PM
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Caws, that link about the land patent, of course, "cannot be found."
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jjule85
Joined On 10/20/2020 9:59:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m right there with you.  My medical chart says allergic to Tu/ pneumonia vax.  But my Dr who reads the Fauci CDC Script funded

by Gates, tells me it’s safe.  No exemptions for me she says. Because the CDC said so. WTF kind of BS is that! Plus we had the

Covid.  My Dr again, script. The shot provides better immunity. In what F ing universe has that ever been true.  I’m so dang sick of

the lies, the horriDc deaths, the whole thing.  Nuremberg Trials please hurry up
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The French writer Sylvain Timsit published a decalogue of the strategies most frequently used by the media and by political elites to

manipulate the masses. It can be adapted to the current situation. 1. Encourage distraction by promoting information overload, or when

such information contains a strong emotional charge such as reporting tragic events 2. Create the problems and also the solutions as the

intention to cause a speciDc reaction, so that this public demands measures and decision-making that solve the situation such as the

loss of freedoms. 3. Appeal to gradualism by applying the changes that are important gradually, so that public and political reactions are

equally gradual and easier to contain. 4. Infantilize the interlocutor by positioning the audience as a group of naive people or incapable of

taking responsibility for themselves

5. Make you think that this measure is painful but necessary, and that it is necessary to agree to it in the present although its effects will

be perceived years later. 6. Position the public as a group of naive people or incapable of taking responsibility for themselves, or making

critical and responsible decisions. The public effectively identiDes with that position and ends up accepting the imposed measures and

even supporting them with conviction. 7. Appeal more to emotions than to reTection 8. Promote complacency in mediocrity to reinforce

the feeling of success and satisfaction with the situation in which we Dnd ourselves, even if it is a precarious or unfair situation 9.

Reinforce self-blame. It is being used for the unvaccinated. 10. Knowing people better than they know themselves. It is the basis of

artiDcial and emotional
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11. - RESISTANCE IS FUTILE
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Compliance is futile too, Stanley. Aussies have been very compliant.
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This all sounds much too familiar, Guillermo.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A better solution would be to just abolish the CDC for all the good it has done...

welovetrump.com/2021/12/02/80-house-republicans-help-pass-bill-for-fed..   According to the bill, also called  H. R. 550, the government

would provide $400 million in taxpayer dollars to fund “immunization system data modernization and expansion,” a system otherwise

deDned as “a conDdential, population-based, computerized database that records immunization doses administered by any health care

provider to persons within the geographic area covered by that database.”

The text speciDcally outlines an expansion of Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and Public Health Department

capabilities and the ability for state and local health departments, as well as public and private health care providers, to share health data

with the federal government. In a statement, the bill’s main sponsor, Democrat Rep. Ann Kuster (NH), said the system would be used to

“remind patients when they are due for a recommended vaccine” and identify areas with low vaccination rates to “ensure equitable

distribution of vaccines.”

Notably, the bill has four Republican co-sponsors: Reps. Larry Bucshon (R-IN), James Baird (R-IN), David McKinley (R-WV), and Brian

Fitzpatrick (R-PA). Not one Democrat voted in opposition to the bill. Rep. Mary Miller (R-IL), who was one of the 130 Republicans to vote

“no,” told Breitbart News exclusively on Wednesday that the legislation would enable the federal government to “track” unvaccinated

Americans who “will be targeted and forced to comply with Biden’s crazy ‘global vaccination’ vision.” How did your member of congress

vote? clerk.house.gov/.../2021388
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Almond - these Bills are nothing more than evidence of the Pharma  bribery tactics that allows their paid consultants to exercise

control over lawmaking and political decision making - this means "money talks and everyone else walks" - these lobbyists are

dominant in the corridors of power
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And destroy the Robert Koch Institute too, please, the german equivalent of the CDC. The MSM and most medical folk totally

idolize every word the RKI says. Germany is on the brink of introducing mandatory jabs starting March 2023. The pressure exerted

on those unwanted, is immense, causing problems in the workplace,  mobbing, followed by stress, depression and anxiety, ending

in workers (mentally) too ill to work.
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I don't need to check the site to see how my nutjob reps voted.   I will not board the train to the new Dachau, whatever the

consequences.
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ham4373
Joined On 8/30/2013 2:30:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the biggest stressors in all this, I Dnd, is that my partner cannot see the picture.  So he will duly trot off to take the 3rd shot very

soon.  When your world view is so polarised against that of your life companion, what do you do?  It permeates everything.  Not only that,

he encourages our children to get jabbed, and I am working Tat out in the other direction, trying to convince them not to get sucked in to

the toxic merry-go-round. I'm not the only person in this situation I know, though it often feels as though I am.  How do others cope with

this?  It is so corrosive.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't have the answer to your question, but your statement about it permeating everything is so true.  It's not a single issue which

makes all human contact, ie, friends, family, etc. contextual to what is happening.  All subjects run into this one thing.  We are all

experiencing personal relationship shifts that are deeply stressful.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear ham4373, Please look into the various methods of clearing yourself of the spike protein. If you have a partner that is jabbed,

he will be shedding the spike protein to you when you have physical contact. This shedding is a reality that was even

acknowledged by the jab manufacturers. You are at risk from the same adverse reactions that are affecting those who took the jab

directly.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I can not imagine how hard that must be. Omg. My heart hurts just attempting to put myself in your position.  I have friends that

believe every F ing Fauci / CNN Gates lie.  They call me names etc.  so any conversation is off limits, which I Dnd insane.   I wish

the best for you.  Pray your children aren’t jabbed.  What’s also horriDc, you’ll be blamed if they get sick after the jab.  Talk about

abuse.
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ham, the Drst three supplements can help break down the spike protein after receiving the injection.  The proteolytic enzymes

bromelain, papain and rutin must be taken on an empty stomach at least two hours after a meal. Re spike protein clearance after

vaxxing :- (1) NAC (n-acetyl-cysteine), precursor to glutathione. (2) Dandelion tincture between meals for liver support.  (3)

Proteolytic enzymes between meals, which are normally taken with meals to help digest dietary proteins but taken on empty

stomach may help break down unwanted proteins.  

(4) A supplement programme  similar to protection against viral infection: D3+K2, magnesium threonate, iodine, melatonin, vitamin

A,  vit C as ,  Zinc + ionophore e.g. quercetin, B vitamin complex, lysine to counteract herpes if activated.  Herbal remedies

including  andrographis, licorice and dandelion.  (5) Switch off WiD at night to allow full detox and allow natural, detox enzymes to

work properly   (6) Optimise sleep especially before  midnight. Get early to bed to realise full detox potential.  (7) Daylight in the

morning, enhances sleep cycle and circadian rhythm.  (8) Adequate Dltered water intake with clean, fresh, unprocessed diet, low in

sugar and reDned carbs, high in sulphur and magnesium sources. Grass fed, outdoor raised meat and poultry, avoiding farmed Dsh

and factory farm produce.
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Kar and ham. If it’s any consolation, others are going through the same.  My niece’s marriage will likely break up, as her husband

has been vaxxed,  insisting the children are vaxxed while she has not been, is aware of the dangers and does not want her children

put at risk. Can’t mention the source but one eminent scientist has estimated after six months observation that approximately one

in 20 of the injection batches have toxic ingredients added, so it’s a lottery. It’s all part of the old colonial tactic of “divide and

conquer” to create family disruption and social unrest.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"We no longer give the slightest *** whether our former friends and family members who have gone New Normal understand what this is.

We do. We understand exactly what this is. It is a nascent form of totalitarianism, and we intend to kill it — or at least critically wound it —

before it matures into a full-grown behemoth." BINGO! WINNER - WINNER - CHICKEN DINNER! NAILED IT! ROCK ON! GODSPEED! AMEN -

SO BE IT!
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Notable quotes from the grave: Adolph Hitler released a statement this week from his Directorate deep in in the Pits of Hell concerning

global government measures to control the Covid pandemic. Hitler stated, “Kneife mich, ich muss träumen!“ (“Pinch me, I must be

dreaming!”)
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We can add to this mix Dr. Desmet’s ideas on “Mass Formation,” which many here are already familiar with.  BrieTy: 1. There is a lot of

social isolation in society (such as people’s attentions buried into their own personal devices); 2. There is a general lack of meaning or

“sense making” in society (which has been clearly evident for a long time); 3. There is a lot of “free-Toating” anxiety or discontent people

are unable to connect to anything speciDc; and 4. along with this anxiety comes free-Toating frustration or aggression.  What we have,

then, is a generalized description of a sick society.

When these conditions are present, a calamity of some sort can focus attentions, which is a prerequisite of hypnosis (e.g. a “virus”).  A

“mass formation” coalesces around a narrative that begins to make sense (e.g. a "pandemic"), thus removing the pain of an unexplained

anxiety.  "Experts," such as fauci, sweep in to exploit the situation with their own “explanations” and advice; those explanations can be

demonstrably false, and yet people would rather cling to those narratives than return to their previous state of unexplained anxiety… at

least things now make sense.  That hypnosis is what many of us are confronting in our friends, family and fellow citizens, and it’s very

diLcult to break that spell. Here’s a good overview of Dr. Desmet’s ideas concisely presented by Dr. Malone, along with some thoughts

about how to break through that trance: www.youtube.com/watch
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Dr Desmet's idea is merely a reworking of Freud's "REACTION FORMATION " which is deDned by Britannica as follows - " …one’s

own rejected tendencies; and reaction formation, turning into its opposite a tendency rejected in oneself—as in excessive

generosity as a defense against avarice. The basic conTict between drives and control processes, " - Freud put this forward over a

100 years ago
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes David, right thoughts, Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci, the WHO and all the institutions are the "experts" who are longtime Deep

State members with such progressive roots that they end up entangled with the Chinese Communist Party. Biden and Fauci, are

guilty of directing mandates that have been aimed at manipulating the masses by presenting them and considering them as

necessary to defeat a "Tu" created by the interests of the globalist elite of Davos. Some mandates that are causing much suffering,

deaths, and a great economic and social crisis, are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or promote the interests of

Americans and must be replaced by serious and honest politicians who defend the constitution and lead the United States to a true

democracy where freedom and the rights of people to defend health prevail.
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Dr Robert Malone, who helped to invent the mRNA technology but now opposes Covid “vaccines” warns us about Mass Formation

Psychosis: "If the global public is not scared enough by Covid, perhaps a newer and more effective mass murderer" will catch their

eye. "That phrase is a quote from Bill Gates ...." Dr "Tedros will be nominated world dictator for the purposes of dealing with every

new Pandemic, and they are creating new diseases to order. Already the Omicron Mutation is looming. Approved scientists,

working for the WHO, are declaring that a new coronavirus as contagious and dangerous as ebola is bound to come along. They

ought to know. Their corporate laboratories owned by PDzer, Moderna and all the other “vaccine” makers are manufacturing the

new diseases to the order of Bill Gates… ..

There is nothing like personal experience to get out of complacency and hypnosis… ..Could I break into this mass-sleepwalk on the

public sidewalks by telling pregnant women about the statistics and stories of miscarriage, still-birth and birth defects from the

PDzer jab, statistics right out of the oLcial VAERS / CDC ?. More and more people have discovered the true solution: take charge

of your own life and Dnd true friends who will support you in the effort to regain your own mind.

blog.nutbox.io/@arbitration/dr-robert-malone-enlightens-about-mass-for..
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Gerritje1
Joined On 5/4/2021 6:16:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Matthias Desmet is still positive; the system will destruct itself. I kind of cling on to that thought, because I don't see it yet and that

frightens me. I listened to Desmet several times; he speaks my language. But here's another link in English

www.youtube.com/watch
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Stanleybecker, Desmet likes Bonhoeffer and Hannah Ahrend.
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Gerritjie - so do I - here is Le Bon's text for his book "The Psychology of Revolution" - for those that wish to explore this

philosophers work - I have also read Hannah Arendt's "Origins of Totalitarianism" - having watched half of the Desmet interview I

would like to suggest that the confessions that amazed the world in the Stalin Doctors Trials were not as astonishing as Desmet

declares but a direct result of relentless methods of torture which could only be resolved by a confession - death was only offered

to those that confessed otherwise the torture would continue unabated -

www.amazon.com/Origins-Totalitarianism-Hannah-Arendt/dp/0156701537  - as to Bonhoeffer I agree this was a man of courage

and conviction
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CJ, you are a dangerous man. Thankyou. In the dark of night my eyeballs scour the ceiling as I obsessively examine my DeDance, my

Disgust, my Rejection of this unrolling dystopian catastrophe. Am I WRONG? CRAZY? REACTIONARY? No. I am not. Simply, the

propaganda revolts me, it doesn't intimidate or scare me. The actions of our Governments? THESE DO SCARE ME. But it's smoke and

mirrors, acquiescence through trickery, yea old temptations of Power, Money, Power. Same old, just hi-tech. I estimate 20% resistance

worldwide and I reckon They KNOW that is too much, already. The Death, Destruction aren't threats, they are here now. As you write, Use

of Force is steadily delegitimising Their cause. This Child SacriDce will make some DIRE ENEMIES... Nuremberg Code,  War Crimes,

Hangings. "They come".
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Keith Obermann calls me a coward for refusing this experimental jab. I call him a coward and a fool. A coward for his hysteria of this

gloriDed Tu. A fool for thinking it's a sound idea to have everyone in the world become medical guinea pigs for an irreversible medical

procedure just to reduce HIS symptoms. (I take Midol for my own headaches. I don't demand everyone around me to take it.)
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The purpose  is not only to establish a totalitarian regime  their ideology  is to reduce  a  great number   of the population  that's why

 governments  ignore   the damage and  death caused   from   the mandatory vaccines .
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I saw this on a UK website. It's so good! :  The third dose increases immunity, so after the fourth dose you are protected. Once 80% of the

population has received the Dfth dose, the restrictions can be relaxed as the sixth dose stops the virus from spreading. I am calm and

believe that the seventh dose will solve our problems and we have no reason to fear the eighth dose. The clinical phase of the ninth dose

conDrms that the antibodies remain stable after the tenth dose. The eleventh dose guarantees that no new mutations will develop, so

there is no longer any reason to criticize the idea of a twelfth dose.
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Here in Europe, fascism is being imposed. In August, basic freedoms were removed from those who refuse injections. We are banned

from bars, cafes, restaurants, cinemas, concerts, museums, galleries, meetings, conferences, clinics, hospitals, trains and planes. It is

like being in an open prison. Just 2 years ago I would not have imagined this could happen or that so many people would so instantly

comply. There are 3 groups, roughly.

Those who refuse the injections and, obviously, oppose the suppression of our rights; those who get the injections but see the repression

is terrible; those who get the injections and think everything is just Dne and the unvaxxed should just take the shots. Some in the last

group think the shots should be obligatory; some think the unvaxxed must be punished. The EU's leaders have successfully divided

people and they are picking off groups selectively. Austria  told the entire nation they must get injected whereas Italy said that those who

work must comply or they cannot work in any job, anywhere, and Greece has told pensioners they must comply or be Dned 100 euros

every month (average pension 750 euros.) The Greek Prime Minister said the Dnes are 'the price for health and deliver justice for the

vaccinated.'

Of course, the goal is to inject everyone in every EU country. Ursula von der Leyen - unelected - now says all of Europe must submit.  Her

husband, Heiko von der Leyen, became Director of the US biopharmaceutical company Orgenesis in December 2020, a company which

develops cell and gene therapies. All of this is so well-coordinated that I'd say we have an undeclared One World government - the WEF

billionaires - who pay & control the politicians in western governments. Klaus Schwab has said his club of around 2000 billionaires

increased their wealth by 27% between April & July this year - to over $10 TRILLION.   They also increased their grip on humanity - but we

are many millions & we can regain freedom. We have to!
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This is truly horrifying - I'm so very very sorry.
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swabiengmail.com
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I was reading how in Austria people's need to defend themselves is making for some strange bedfellows. The same thing is happening

here in the States! Believe Me 2 years ago I never thought I would be counting on Ted Cruz and Rand Paul to save my ass! I would vote for

either one of them for president right now, in a heartbeat! Can you believe the Democrats prance around talking about the rule of law and

the Supreme Court and all of their bulshit like anyone cares? And then they want to mandatorily inject everyone with some newfangled

poison there has never even been a trial for?

Oh wait a minute there may be a real world trial happening right now this very minute, let's take a look at highly vaxxed Europe! It has the

highest concentration of "covid/virus" in the world right now, and it has the highest concentration of vaccinations also. Huh. Any

Dve-year-old can see this doesn't make any sense! Do they think we have all become Lennie from Of Mice and Men? Of course an

alternative explanation is that covid is more made up than we even realize and it's just a numbers game put out daily to herd people like

cattle!
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Surely the point is, when people are confronted by a totalitarian state - whether fascist or communist - or maybe just organized

crime at the highest level, which is certainly part of what we are seeing now - then anyone willing to stand up for basic rights and

freedoms is an ally.  In your case, you don't care for conservatives and that's your choice & your right! But I bet in the Dght against

Hitler,  you would have gladly sided with the Conservative, Churchill?
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I too love what Ted and Rand say. But as David E Martin has said time and again.  Ted and Rand have all the proof to Dle charges

against all these despots.  But they don’t.  So now I think.  Action speaks louder than words, once again.  Unless Rand and Ted take

action , they are in this vile mess too.
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I have just Dnished reading "Covid-19 & The Global Predators:  We Are The Prey" by Peter R. Breggin, MD & Ginger Ross Breggin.  If you

want to know when, how, & why this nightmare has occurred, I highly recommend it.  It is extremely well-researched.  The last section is a

"Chronology & Overview" of what has taken place since 1984.  For those who are not familiar with a lot of what has occurred, it will rock

your world.  Sadly, many fall into that category.  A close friend admitted just yesterday, that he had never heard of gain-of-function

research (which, by the way, is still going on, in spite of everything).  According to this timeline, the NIH started funding this research in

March of 1997.  That is how brain-washed these members of society are.  The brain-washing happens not only by what is falsely stated,

but also by what is intentionally omitted.  It is astonishing how poorly informed or uninformed the masses are.  Truly astonishing...
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I agree. Here in Europe, the media is so tightly on message... There is just no dissent. No information about adverse effects, or

about safe early treatments being forbidden - many people have never even heard of Ivermectin or HCQ. Since the start, I would

say I haven't heard a single reporter ask a challenging question - they just peddle the oLcial line. They will ask politicians: Do we

have enough vaccine for everyone? Or, When can we vaccinate our children? And there is saturation coverage every day - you can

hardly walk past a radio or glance at a TV without it being Covid covid covid. It is an avalanche of propaganda.
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If you outlaw any sickness or illness, or the possibility of being sick, you have found a clever way to make everyone a criminal. And unless

you just want to get it over with and declare all-out war and kill everyone there must be SOME CIVILIZED WAY OUT OF THIS MESS! Not

necessarily the Final Solution but at least A solution, for the time being. So is this the penultimate solution? INSTITUTIONALIZE

VACCINES and VACCINE-TAKING! (Also Institutionalize computer screens as without a doubt the go to now for work and

communication.)

Okay I have to admit this has Bill Gates Dngerprints all over it and it sounds very conspiracy theory but just as you say the mainstream

has taken over the role of the cult and the Civilized people are on the fringes, it is now peoples' conventionally accepted fear and

perception of Covid that is as absurd and unthinking as the most outlandish conspiracy theory! So now they are going about

institutionalizing vaccines the same way that the State and power Institutionalizes anything, through Propaganda, Trauma, and material

toxicity. In this case the material toxicity is the vaccine itself! But in many ways this will be an easier sell at institutionalizing because

many people are accustomed to taking vaccines anyway and they believe that they are in a clear and present Health Danger.

It's incredible up to this point we have put up with all of the stupid institutions (like State, Taxes, Money, Time, Authority) that make us

miserable in the Drst place! Media is certainly an institution that I try to avoid at all costs! But this is so very very interesting because at

least in my lifetime it is the Drst time that an Institution has ever demanded that I be injected with a Highly Questionable substance, under

my very own Skin!
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We who see things the way they are have all the power. You could see this coming a mile away, that this was "weapons of mass

destruction" all over again. Since when are our world leaders so very concerned about every last persons Health that they are willing to

shoot up every last person on the planet with this stuff, even Aborigines! And never any mention of the price tag to the consumer. So

many tells, oh my God! Just the censorship. I always loved Frederick the Great's quote, something to the effect of, "My people and I have

come to an agreement, they can say what they please and I can do what I please."

I always felt that this quote summed up our American democracy exactly. Our "leaders" can of course do whatever they want and poison

us and subject us to whatever institutional drudgery they want to but at least we get to gripe about it. Not anymore! I think when Amazon

took down all of its NAC products because people spoke of its eLcacy in treating covid-19 I realized the powers-that-be were going Way

Beyond being ordinary Ass Holes! Still I would love to wake up tomorrow and Dnd that I am completely wrong about all of this.
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Indonesia has now mandated vaccines for the whole population.
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And, are people going to get in line and get it?  We all know this is not about a virus, as the vaccine doesn't stop anyone from

getting Covid or transferring it to someone else.  If it was about a virus they'd let us have Ivermectin.  Thanks for keeping us

updated! I believe this lady has it Dgured out: protectaustralianow.wordpress.com/2021/08/19/catherine-austin-Dtts-ex..
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In  perspective since heart disease and cancer kill many times more than covid and therefore pose a much high risk to a person are they

prepared to declare war on those 2 diseases and ban junk food, fast food, chemicals, toxins  etc. If we do not restrict people's freedoms

on these 2 giant killers why then covid? Since Covid is not the biggest health risk by a long way why the hysteria, economic and small

business destruction and radical policies if not for drug company proDteering, govt and media grand standing? Accountability is surely an

inescapable consequence.
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Robbie...at some point they will weaponize those too. The commiecRAT's main tools are propaganda deception-lies and fear. Its

overtly obvious to those awake and more and more are awakening each day. Cannot tell you how many puppet voters in my area

alone say WTF I did NOT vote for any of this crap. Buyers remorse is REAL!
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Are you kidding? There's a lot of proDt in junk food, chemicals and toxins. Which makes its way into the crony fat cats back

pockets.
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As well as the billions of tax payers' money that is being funneled to Pharma and other billionaires, the other goal is the QR Code.

The vaccinated already have it in Europe - it is their digital ID that they must present to enter bars, restaurants etc. The Code is

invalidated if they do not *maintain vaccine status* and then they are excluded from daily life just like the unvaccinated. They will

be turned away from places and activities if their Code, when scanned, is invalid. In Europe, the police can check your Code but

staff in just about every public place are also obliged to scan and save your Code when they permit you to enter.

This is like the CCP's Social Credit System and is the most repressive tech system of control ever seen - the state can simply

switch off your access to everyday life for any reason it chooses. The current pretext is the injections but once the vast majority

are QR Coded they can use any criteria they like. In China they also use the system to stop you accessing your money. So, imagine

the power available to our power-mad rulers - if you go to a protest or write something 'anti-vaxx' then the state can just deactivate

your code and you are suddenly barred from every place you want to go.... So there are at least 2 goals here - vast wealth and

totalitarian power.
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Check out these sites: COVID.DAYSTAR.COM ... Dr. Peter McCullough recommends these:  AAPSONLINE.ORG ~ MYFREEDOCTOR.COM ~

SPEAKWITHANMD.COM ~ AFLDS.COM ~ FRONTLINEMDS.COM
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Omicron, ohmyGod, omiNous omnivorus: it's a new variant of COVID! Proof? Not necessary to increase the tension. GOD, it really the

COVID GOD? WHO knows? WHO cares? Nobody. The WHO has no body. Is it a new variation of FLU? Nobody wants to hear that. Nobody

wants to know. Is it something else? Don't talk like that. It's Moronic, the ominous formula. Answers that produce control, compliance,

submission - are the important answers. The questions, those who question? Not important. Dismiss, ignore. Challenge, but only

indirectly. Never rise to the point of acknowledging dissenters... Fright, not FIGHT. Fright is more important than RIGHT. "Facts"? just tools

to be manipulated and controlled so people can be manipulated and controlled. More rules. More restrictions. Fewer freedoms. Sell more

vaccines, more vaccine variations. More NO-pass-Ports. More NO-passPort variations. Yay!
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the vacuum of human emptiness can never be Dlled, versatile
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I think it may be a mild Tu? I have not been feeling brilliant at all the last few days: very very tired, chills, slight headache, sore

throat. It is NOT COVID, I have had that. Fluey colds too are common at this time of year. (Only my Covid started November 2019

and Dzzled out in June/July 0f  2021...).
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Shocking!  Are there not even medical exemptions for people with life-threatening allergies to the vaxine?  This is premeditated murder

on a massive scale! We are living in a dystopian world where insanity and psychopathy have become the new and cruel norm. "Resisters"

have been incredibly patient so far as "the elites" ignore their massive protests.  "When in the course of human events..." Why has it not

been possible to bring these people to justice in the world courts? Further, as the unvaxinated are being denied access to medical care,

their premiums and taxes increase.  Why should they pay anything into the system for coverage that are not allowed to use?  More and

more hospitals and medical plans now refuse to provide services to unvaxinated patients.  What ever happened to the oaths doctors take

Isaiah 5:20
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the writing is on the wall, Almond - either you interpret the obvious for what it is  - BLATANT SLAVERY -  or you follow the carrot of

misdirection/ propaganda  into oblivion - you quote Isaiah 5: 20 - " 20 ¶ Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put

darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter! "
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Look into the black market if you want to live.
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resmith... There is always a black market in totalitarian societies.  Also, bribery. They increase in direct proportion to centralized

control.  There will be a demand for people who can make things and do things.
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StanleyBecker, I made a mistake yesterday. Matthias Desmet does not like Bonhoeffer, it is Gustave le Bon.
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REMEMBER THESE NAMES! Here’s The List Of 80 Republicans That Voted To SUPPORT Fed Orwellian Vaccination Database That Will

Track YOU americasfreedomDghters.com/80-republicans
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Watch this and pass it on. This is what life inside an Australian concentration camp is like. www.youtube.com/watch   These camps,

anywhere in the world, must be surrounded by protesters until captives are released.
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I wonder when they will give up on us?  if ever.  My brother is a Dre Dghter and he says suicides are up close to 10 fold.  Mostly young

people.
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It is an article worth printing and there is a lot of emotional release in the comments. I follow Clif High and he had a Tweet reporting a

man killing a doctor and his wife and I think an elderly neighbor in an effort to stop the kill shots. The link to the story was cut off which

tells me all reports of violence will be silenced. On an intellectual level I wonder how about the the use of force in self-protection. Clif

says there will be retribution. LIke, duh.

There is war of a new kind between the Dollar Empire and the CCP and it is happening within the survival war of Humanity v Deep

State/central banks. Humanity is taking a beating, but humanity has its own 1% and I call them the criminally insane. Rockefeller

Medicine throws up narcissist and psychopaths, but the old colloquial were stuck with criminally insane. The 1% after are not too good on

remorse.  There are vengeful narcissist who will not sleep until they pay the doctor who shot them. Vengence is what they do and the

smallest slight can give them a mission and proportionality is not something that concerns them. Their "swift and blinding justice" won't

have any limits when the criminally insane knows they are dying and who it was that shot him.  

Ben Davidson is saying the 12,000-year cycle of the sun is due to micronova in 20 years. He calls an event 6000 years ago, the Noah

event and calls it a harmonic of the 12,000-year cycle. Every 6000 years the magnetic poles of the earth switch and when it Tips, it Tips

all at once like holding two like poles of magnets together and Tipping at once to unite opposite poles. 6000 years later it will go back to

the previous position. When the earth Tips the oceans keep going and we get mile high waves and then a back Dll wave. Ben Davidson

explains it in the "12,000 Year Cycle" playlist: www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHSoxioQtwZcVcFC85TxEEiirgfXwhfsw  The new

information since the 2019 movie had Ben say 20-years a few days ago. We are ruled.
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And Germany WINS by a nose!!  According to the BBC, they barred the unvaxxed from much of public life 9 hours ago.  Just barely

squeaked by the Aussies (love you guys, praying for you!!).  Probably because they heard of the Internment Camps that have, and

continue building, in the states.  If you've been around someone who has COVID positive, as determined by their extreme network of

cameras (just like in China!), your choice is to go for 14 day lock-up or a $5000 Dne.  Even numerous neg tests won't get you out.

 Common sense is no longer common.
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I just believe that if the government had told us about the plan in light nice words .... "we want to eliminate crime, make your lives easier

and with less hassle, paying your taxes will be much easier without all the paperwork, yet you will need to okay it and they will be much

less without all the crime.... "  If they had sweet talked to us, explained it, appealed to us, used someone who everyone trusts (Robert

Kennedy & Lester Holtz) to explain it all.... it seems more of us would be on board, and maybe all of us.  But coercion and threats just

don't work, and telling us we could all die while banning drugs that cure it, well, not smart at all.
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The holocaust was started by spreading the lies about infected Jews.
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And the revolution will NOT be televised ...
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Almond, do not lose hope. The Mexican revolution against their Spanish masters was won by barefoot peasants armed with machetes,

lead by a parish priest Miguel Hidalgo in the village of Dolores, on Sept 16, 1810, lasting until 1821. The religious character of the

movement was present from the beginning. The movement’s banner with the image of the Virgin of Guadalupe , “the dark virgin”,  (still

revered today in Mexico), was symbolically important, the men had her image on their hats, she was seen as an protector, as well as a

liberator. Hidalgo inspired his followers but didn’t organize or train them , as a Dghting force. It took a while...but this ragged , barefoot,

and tattered army defeated imperial Spain.

Take a look at the example of Sri Mahatma(great soul), Gandhi., who led his country to freedom from British colonial rule in 1947. He was

able to mobilize millions of Indians, but never incited them to become violent,.  There are many more examples , and it doesn’t take a

huge majority of people to overthrow a bad government. It can be done. I was thinking about some things we could do, to make it tough

on the controllers. We don’t have to pay taxes, and we can take our money out of their banks. Making our voices heard of course is top

priority, so continuing with the demonstrations, and open resistance is critical. “Give me liberty, or give me death,” We shall overcome.
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How long can their bogus "reality" survive the truth?  With every day I am increasingly thankful for being in the United States, where there

are states who have not bought into this madness, and whose prosperity is increasingly vindicating.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

chiamiller - watch this video.  Dr.Jane Ruby interviews Dr. Jessica Rose.  Dr. Rose talks speciDcally about autoimmune disorders as

related to these "vaccines".  If your doctor is willing to watch it, share it with her/him...www.bitchute.com/.../PH6bgCApUHxq
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In a BIG way, this bull stuff is a POSITIVE thing because the end result will be a douching of TPTB as the rest of humanity wakes up from

being "woke" and the evil ones are exposed and served justice. TPTB have been eroding our God given - Natural rights for over a hundred

years and have become more draconian by the year. I believe they jumped the gun, instead of letting sleeping dogs lie and turned the heat

up to boil the frog too fast. YES, it's a nightmare and will only get much worse, but we may as well get this cleansing of the evil doers over

with and move on to building a MUCH better world by learning from past mistakes. It SUCKS, but it's historic, exciting and needs to be

done. NEVER capitulate to tyranny for any reason whatsoever. Let's do it. Dogs & frogs UNITE! 

😂
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Individual Rights guaranteed by our Constitution can be compromised or ignored by our government. For example, in United States v.

Johnson, 76 F. Supp. 538, 539 (D. Pa. 1947), Federal District Court Judge James Alger Fee ruled: "The privilege against self-incrimination

is neither accorded to the passive resistant, nor to the person who is ignorant of his rights, nor to one indifferent thereto. It is a FIGHTING

clause. It's beneDts can be retained only by sustained COMBAT. It cannot be claimed by attorney or solicitor. It is valid only when insisted

upon by a BELLIGERENT claimant in person." McAlister vs. Henkel, 201 U.S. 90, 26 S.Ct. 385, 50 L. Ed. 671; Commonwealth vs. Shaw, 4

Cush. 594, 50 Am.Dec. 813; Orum vs. State, 38 Ohio App. 171, 175 N.E. 876. The one who is persuaded by honeyed words or moral

suasion to testify or produce documents rather than make a last ditch stand, simply loses the protection. . . . He must refuse to answer or

produce, and test the matter in contempt proceedings, or by habeas corpus." [Emphasis added]

Clearly, we must do SOMETHING, for as Edmund Burke said, "The only thing necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing."

But apathy ("doing nothing") isn't simply a function of cowardice or indifference; "apathy" is a synonym for "ignorance." Ignorance makes

the public more "manageable" in the courts and in confrontations with the government. Insofar as government naturally seeks to expand

its powers, just as do corporations and other businesses, at the expense of the citizen's Rights, government has a vested interest in the

public's ignorance and consequent apathy.
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swabiengmail.com
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You can no longer count on any kind of rule of law blah blah blah or whatever to save you. The people doing all of this are the law!
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-CONTINUED- The interest in expanding its powers encourages the government, or, more precisely, the ones who give it animation,

to provide little, no, or even false, education on what our Rights should be. If you are a product [victim] of the public school system

then consider this, The Department of Education gets what it pays for. ...and you need to 'get yourself smart' -- the sooner the

better! This is not a good time for 'dumb-ass'. Contributed by Richard C. Donaldson and Alfred Adask When considering the

information above, be mindful of that an evil government government is nothing more than evil agents. For example, individuals

charged with protecting We The People's interests, but who pursue their own interests, rather than represent us. That our agents

are dangerous and need to be monitored and chained is self evident by way of the fact we have FIFTY-ONE constitutions to chain

them down.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our laws are replete with laws purposed to address the problem of agents of the people abusing their authority to impose what

might appear to be laws, but which were never laws at all.  For example: * A very common thing, at the state and federal levels, are

Title 42 suits; * Court cases contain phrases about "color of law," such as when agents appear to be acting with authority, but are

actually abusing the powers trusted to them; * Washington law makes it a crime for agents of the people to not do their jobs (RCW

42.20.100); * So called gun free zones, bragged about by Dementia Joe, were struck down by the U.S. Supreme Court as never

having been laws at all, because Congress lacked authority to step into the several states to impose such a law. As the Court said,

in U.S. vs LOPEZ (1995), schools had nothing to do with interstate commerce;
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IICapn
Joined On 12/22/2020 8:16:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This isn't meant to be religious per se, though I have no problem with being religious, but in the early centuries of Christianity, when

plagues hit the empire, this during the back and forth change between emperors where one supported the Church or at least didn't openly

persecute it, then one who did - during these plagues, the Christians were often the only people treating the infected as they had a much

greater freedom from the fear of death. The Christians grew in the estimation of the people such that, eventually persecution stopped

again, the average people because they saw no real help coming from the empire, were now a threat to the emperor, and in one sense

they caved to this pressure - in that - the persecutions came to an end, at least temporarily.

Now, how to translate this effect to our situation is very different. Even front line workers are fuel for the Tames if they refuse the

experiment - or - if they just ask for more time to see eLcacy proven. But there is a sense in which, when people are awake to the

madness/carelessness of the emperor, through the self-sacriDce of those who are not held captive to the fear of death, that the emperor

realizes those people will be hard to control, and whether you call it a win, or a stabilization, it buys peace for a while. People who have no

fear of death, or prefer death to the worship of Caesar, or prefer death than to ignore the "least of these" are a hard batch.
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Kar10478
Joined On 9/20/2021 7:50:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Incredible piece!  I just printed it out - something I rarely do these days, but this essay connects so many dots.  I've been struggling with

"how" to think about all of this in terms of my relationships and your statement about not giving the "slightest ***" whether friends and

family understand what is going on, but you do, set me free.  We need each other so I've found sanctuary in new connections and deep

appreciation for the friends and family who see what's going on.  This *** is stressful!
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Gerritje1
Joined On 5/4/2021 6:16:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do give a **** whether friends and family understand. It's very lonely out here. I have literally NOBODY I can talk to about this.

Even my own four children don't want to hear this. They have always respected me, but are now looking at me in a strange way. The

subject is taboo. Friends for decades don't want to see me anymore. And I haven't even been speaking out a lot. The fact that I'm

not vaccinated is enough, let alone all this political stuff. I hear people saying I met new friends, good friends. Well, where are

they? I'm all in for new friendships, perhaps the old ones were not as good as I thought. But loosing that very warm loving bond

with my children hurts a lot. I'm living in the Netherlands, so it looks a bit like Germany where Hopkins is living now. Our Minister of

Public Health just announced that " he knows where the unvaccinated live!. I never thought I would see the day of Totalitarianism.

But despite everything I don't intent to comply!
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a great writer!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was trying to warn people that "vaccines" would, at some point, become mandatory. This was years ago! The writing has always been on

the wall - for those who know how to read! The masses have been hypnotized/mesmerized. The hoards of Lemmings are deDnitely some

form of covidian cult!
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes, I was warning since last March but to no avail.  BC residents are fairly pathetic but not all..some good warriors out there too

which leaves me proud.
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GusteGusti
Joined On 12/2/2021 8:02:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm German with Austrian roots (moved to the US in 2009). This is very disturbing what these chosen "leaders" are planning to do to

European people and soon the rest of the globe. I thought we have learned from history not to follow mass hysteria again?!  I know I

probably won't be able to go back home again God knows until how long. I have family members dying back home and I never had a

chance to say goodbye due to Covid.
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is only one action to save you from the GLOBAL RESET that is slowly taking place all over the world under the CON of viruses. It is

IDC. idcpyramids@gmail.com
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Greece mandates COVID-19 vaccinations for residents over 60 November 30, 2021 ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Residents in Greece over 60

years old will have to undergo mandatory vaccinations against coronavirus or face monthly 100-euro ($114) Dnes beginning next year, the

prime minister announced Tuesday, declaring the country’s Drst general inoculation mandate. The Greek government decided upon the

measure in response to a surge in new daily infections and the emergence of the omicron variant. It will take effect on Jan. 16 and the

Dnes will be added to tax bills, Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis said in a televised statement.  

Greece’s overall COVID-19 death toll exceeded 18,000 this week with conDrmed new infections at high levels. Roughly a quarter of the

country’s adult population remains unvaccinated. Vaccination mandates were introduced over the summer for health care workers and

Dre service rescuers in Greece, with those failing to comply being suspended from their jobs indeDnitely without pay...

apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-business-health-europe-greece-..
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scary. And when the people won't pay it, they will take their home and land. A Global Land Grab disguised as a plannedemic.
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Governor Holcomb [R-IN] and the Indiana Department of Health are spreading fear and misinformation. The sheeple will follow.  [NWI

Times] Governor [R-IN] extends Indiana's COVID-19 public health emergency into 2022; "Unvaccinated individuals are the most at risk for

serious illness, hospitalization, and death," Holcomb said. ….The Republican chief executive also signed a second executive order

allowing out-of-state medical personnel to continue working in Indiana health facilities, authorizing administration of the pediatric

COVID-19 vaccine to children ages 5-11, and encouraging all eligible Hoosiers to get vaccinated against COVID-19 as soon as possible.

"Unvaccinated individuals are the most at risk for serious illness, hospitalization, and death," Holcomb said. "The COVID-19 vaccination

has proven to provide the single best protection from serious illness and hospitalization caused by the COVID-19 infection.”

According to the Indiana Department of Health, unvaccinated individuals account for 97.9% of Indiana's 1.1 million total COVID-19

infections, 99.96% of COVID-19 hospitalizations, and 99.98% of the state's more than 17,000 COVID-19 deaths since the start of the

pandemic. The Indiana Hospital Association and other statewide medical organizations recently warned the surging number COVID-19

infections in Indiana, particularly among the unvaccinated, mean health care providers may be unable to treat everyone needing medical

services in the months ahead. Indeed, state data show 2,244 Hoosiers were hospitalized with COVID-19 Tuesday, a 69% increase

compared to just three weeks prior when 1,328 Hoosiers were hospitalized with the coronavirus….

www.nwitimes.com/business/healthcare/governor-extends-indianas-covid-1..
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wondering how many of those hospitalized and considered unvaccinated are within the 2 week post shot time frame. I  believe

they are listed as unvaccinated until 2 weeks post shot.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He's including the time when there were no vaccinations in telling of the deaths without vaccination. Not that it matters. What is

the real data on unvaccinated? Does it include those whose last shot was more than six months ago? Those who haven't

completed the series? I'm sure the numbers are skewed to his best effect.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gov...I am sure you are aware of how literally no one who has had the whu-Tu and fully recovered are re-infected in any serious

way? Its estimated over 125 million are now naturally immune. Interesting how yet again natural immunity is not even given

mention yet it IS the fundamental premise of immunology 101 and the real science. Could it be natural immunity = FREE? No $$$

in FREE. Just sayin. Have you seen the most recent New England Journal of Medicine study conDrming this yet again?

Non injected naturally immune people are protected in a broader and more durable way and at minimal risk of re-infection or

severe symptoms and yet the commiecRAT bureaucRATS as well as the "so called" trusted agencies like the CDC NIH, WHO etc

continue to spew FEAR PORN and legitimate misinformation while suppressing the very things which are proven and effective. The

suppression of natural immunity alone IS the dagger which should make anyone using their critical thinking ability Dnd all of this a

fraud at the very least and perhaps crimes against humanity.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hard to know what to believe any more. But it's almost certainly spun.
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like it is much safer to live in a poor country: 8%: Percentage of people from poor countries who have received at least one dose of

a covid-19 vaccine
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He is correct.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perfect time for this article. My body.  My choice.  Period. I feel like this article reTects what I spent the day pondering yesterday ... how in

the world did we get here?  Where someone could try and force this horriDc vaccine in exchange for our livelihoods... for groceries, gas,

life.  The rise in stillborn babies - do you think anyone is connecting the dots for these mothers?  And what in the world is this city in India

thinking saying you can't get gas or groceries without your 'greenpass.'  Because starving children would be better than being unvacced?

 UGH!  If you saw such devastation, you'd have to believe it leads back to something nefarious. Gates and his $$. And the one size Dts all

mentality, boosters without even checking immunity, just assuming.  Nothing to check natural immunity or antibodies.  Even people who

the vac would kill aren't exempt?  My Lord, what are we coming to?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of Gates...what is the reason he has so much farm land again bought up? I know it's been mentioned and have my own

thoughts on the why, but what is everyone else thinking. Does he anticipate a massive world food shortage coming and has the

vast lands to grow and provide what he thinks the world needs as food goes?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodiebrock - don't the words, "He who controls the food controls the people" jump into your head thinking about this?  He wants

the cows gone because of the ozone layer.  He wants to sell his fake meat.  If I haven't learned anything from history - please let

me learn that one thing!  Look at Cuba planting on every corner of land during the oil crisis... they survived.  The way food has been

controlled in our country is a work of art.  I didn't know there was any other way until I met a friend whose family had a farm (a real

one, not just corn or soy) - they had everything they needed and they valued it and that family - those women, all of them, have

lived well into their 90's NO PROBLEMS - pfft!  If that doesn't speak volumes, I don't know what will :)   So as for Lord Billy Boy - I'd

like to know your thoughts!
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Haven't you heard the real reason for this?   35 minutes long

protectaustralianow.wordpress.com/2021/11/27/they-need-your-children-a..  Here's another lady telling the story: Catherine

Austin Fitts Explains the economic Fascism Behind the Covid-19 PsyOp | Protect Australia Now (wordpress.comr
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

C J Hopkins deDnes the "New Normal" as a modiDcation of the prevailing Kultur - Zombie Culture - both Huxley and MacLuhan saw the

modiDcation of Global Society as inevitable with the consolidation of the prevalent media  - meaning that the ascendancy of TV in the

promotion of propaganda would allow the repressive sovietal form to become dominated by the omniprescence of the TV - Orwell went

further than Hitler who promoted his hysteria thgrough the radio broadcast and described a screen that would both observe and dictate

how the Zombie Culture should behave -

the total ubiquity of TV mesmerism has ushered in the potential for total submission as no other medium rivals this communication

instrument - the Zombie as things now stand is totally shaped or formed by his submission to this medium - the dissidents that will be

forced to confront the trend that has evolved in totalitarian societies of the here and now will have to  SWITCH OFF the TV or be

subsumed by its relentless presence - there is no choice - either you understand what is necessary or you are swept away by its torrent of

never ending bullshit
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A GENIUS with guts.  I wrote a much longer comment a few minutes ago, then accidently pressed a wrong key. Perhaps it was telling me

'keep it simple.' C.J. Hopkins is almost saying 'without violence' we are doomed. I have a way that these power greedy fanatics cannot

reach. IDC.= INNER DIMENSIONAL CONSCOIUSNESS. I am offering you a free entry to join this hidden or underground  secret army. If

they try to practice it, it will destroy them. Another GENIUS with guts is of course Dr Mercola - guts is what these power leaches have

been slowly destroying world wide, starting in the early 20th century using GLYPHOSATE to dissolve our immune systems. If you are

interested in IDC em me. Do not contact me if you prefer to use your religion to save you. I can show you how it would help you, BUT not

save you. I have been using for 50years 'REMOTE VIEWING' as the CIA uses to spy on Russia etc. I use it for healing souls.

idcpyramids@gmail.com
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Robert f Kennedy promotes "civil disobedience", just do not get the shot, do not wear a mask, no violence, look at the Capital Hill

Tourists.... the left will use violence as an excuse to lock us up.  He says every single person must get these shots in order for it to

work and we have the power.  Just say no.
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sum8285
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:58:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You should know that a statement like "Fighting totalitarianism inevitably entails violence. It is not my preferred tactic in the current

circumstances, but it is unavoidable now that we've reached this" is a mistake.  A huge mistake.  The powers that be will zoom in on this

like it is the only thing you said.  And not only that it is the wrong guidance to give. I suggest instead that we ask the spiritual guardians of

this planet to intervene on our behalf.
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DavidC55
Joined On 11/22/2020 4:29:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CJ, I agree with sum8285 that we haven't reached the end-game where violence is unavoidable. We are nowhere near it: we can

protest peacefully and we have the recourse of the law. I live in Vienna, Austria and joined some 100,000 others in a peaceful rally

against the vac mandates on November 20, 2021. Dr Michael Brunner, a lawyer who co-founded the new MFG Austria People -

Freedom - Fundamental Rights party, gave a resounding speech where he stated that the party has been contacted by thousands

of health workers who are prepared to be sacked rather than take the shots.

They will get support in legal action against the unconstitutional measures. He said that with two million Austrians getting Dnes

for refusing there could be two million appeals Dled before the constitutional court of Austria. Two million!! He said that the

vaccine mandate would be unconstitutional, infringing the Nuremburg Codex which is international law and takes precedence over

Austrian national law: - It is inadmissible to make someone take part in a medical experiment against their will. - Any consent must

be free, self-determined, without threat, without deception and without coercion. - Otherwise international law is violated.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think many are tirelessly asking the 'spiritual guardians' to intervene, it they do not soon, we are left to our own devices!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The spiritual guardians of this planet must be the devil and his angels the way things are going. And the elites have already asked

them to intercede on their behalf.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sum8285 - if those spiritual guardians include the Pope, that would be ill-advised, for he is very much a globalist, who beneDts

from the largesse of the CCP.
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DavidC55, thank you for posting, I worry about you guys and our news is &^$*.... please keep us informed !  XOXO
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Fan999
Joined On 1/19/2012 3:05:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The Germans are not going sit idly by and let the Austrians publicly out-fascist them, are they? They have a reputation to uphold, after

all!" Mercola.com needs to assess the extreme racist remarks before publishing.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s not racist. It’s reality. Get off of the racist card. Seems like some people think everything is racist.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't see racism in the statement.  Austria is leading the world in this totalitarian movement, and several other countries such as

Greece, Australia and Germany are a close second.  Calling the dynamic out, in the cultures where it is most prominent is just

factual.
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ast7075
Joined On 9/12/2020 12:48:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK...Apologies for even asking this question but is there any data or opinion forming on which of the 3 US covid jabs are safest? I do

understand all are potential kill shots and its Russian roulette but if one were forced into a corner which one is LEAST likely to exacerbate

pre-existing neurological issues? Or maybe which one is easiest to detox from. I have a friend with his back against the wall and is

desperate for guidance. I seem to be the go to man for these kinds of questions. The J&J keeps popping up due to a one and done

protocol. But I've heard bad things from all. Thanks in advance....
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree go with J&J. Good detoxes are available. I would never do the mRNA. The J&J is not safe either but lesser of two evils.

David Wolfe has a great detox protocol. Fasting is a must.
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